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NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
AUSTIN
SEATTLE
MINNEAPOLIS
SYDNEY
MEXICO CITY
MONTERREY
BLUDOT.COM

Emerge from your shelters, friends, and venture into the new. Let us applaud 

the powers of Spring. Fresh colors and designs—all from our Minneapolis 

studio. We hope you like what you see. Now go forth and furnish.

Design  
is in the  
details and 
Spring is in 
the works.

| 3For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COM

ON THE COVER:  Thataway Angled Sectional: $2999 | 
Bumper Ottomans: $399-$699 | 100% Trays: $99 |  
Duck Duck Pillows: $59-$99

ABOVE:  Hot Mesh Lounge Chair: $299
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ON THE COVER:  Thataway Angled Sectional |  
Bumper Ottomans | 100% Trays | Duck Duck Pillows

ABOVE:  Hot Mesh Lounge Chair



FINISHES
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PEEK COLLECTION  What’s missing makes the mojo in this wood casegood collection. 
With a round cutout in the drawer and door fronts that acts as the pull, the elimination of 
material creates function and visual appeal. Designed in a slew of shapes to see to storage 
needs in the bedroom, living room and dining room. Available in rustic walnut or white oak 
with black powder-coated steel legs.  Designed 2016

Peek Nightstand  Shown in white oak: $699 | Peek 4 Drawer Dresser  
Shown in white oak: $1599 | Peek Small Media Stand  Shown in rustic 
walnut: $1399 | Peek 1 Door / 3 Drawer Credenza  Shown in rustic 
walnut: $1799 | Peek 6 Drawer Dresser  Shown in white oak: $1999 | 
Peek 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console  Shown in rustic walnut: $1999

4 | | 5For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COMRequest free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

PEEK COLLECTION  What’s missing makes the mojo in this wood casegood collection. 
With a round cutout in the drawer and door fronts that acts as the pull, the elimination of 
material creates function and visual appeal. Designed in a slew of shapes to see to storage 
needs in the bedroom, living room and dining room. Available in rustic walnut or white oak 
with black powder-coated steel legs.  Designed 2016

Peek Nightstand  Shown in white oak | Peek 4 Drawer Dresser  Shown 
in white oak | Peek Small Media Stand  Shown in rustic walnut | Peek 
1 Door / 3 Drawer Credenza  Shown in rustic walnut | Peek 6 Drawer 
Dresser  Shown in white oak | Peek 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console  
Shown in rustic walnut.
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DUCK DUCK PILLOWS  Seven fetching color combinations offset  
with a contrast piping detail. Available in three sizes.  Designed 2016  

Duck Duck Square Pillow: $99 | Duck Duck Large Lumbar Pillow:  
$79 | Duck Duck Small Lumbar Pillow: $59

Flange Large Vessel: $99 | Flange Medium Vessel: $79 | Flange Small 
Vessel: $79 | 100% Trays  Shown in color mix 3: $99 | Delicious Medium 
Marble Tray: $129 | Delicious Small Marble Tray: $89

FLANGE COLLECTION  Inspired by architectural forms, Flange 
reinterprets the warmth and tactile appeal of terracotta in a decidedly 
modern way. Captivating both empty and filled, Flange is fit for cacti  
or yarn balls, but not intended for culinary pursuits.  Designed 2016
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DUCK DUCK PILLOWS  Seven fetching color combinations offset  
with a contrast piping detail. Available in three sizes.  Designed 2016  

Duck Duck Square Pillow | Duck Duck Large Lumbar Pillow |  
Duck Duck Small Lumbar Pillow

Flange Large Vessel | Flange Medium Vessel | Flange Small Vessel |  
100% Trays  Shown in color mix 3 | Delicious Medium Marble Tray | 
Delicious Small Marble Tray

FLANGE COLLECTION  Inspired by architectural forms, Flange 
reinterprets the warmth and tactile appeal of terracotta in a decidedly 
modern way. Captivating both empty and filled, Flange is fit for cacti  
or yarn balls, but not intended for culinary pursuits.  Designed 2016
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THATAWAY SOFA  Merging curves, comfort and an unexpected angle, 
Thataway is hanging at the intersection of the nearly unassuming and 
“Whoa, what’s that?” Normal and unusual all at once, Thataway’s tight seat 
and back provide an agreeable sit, while the sweeping arms deliver the 
pretty.  Designed 2016

Thataway Angled Sectional  Shown in Tait Charcoal: $2999 | Bumper X-Large Ottoman  Shown in 
Thurmond Blush: $599 | Bumper Large Leather Ottoman  Shown in terracotta: $699 | Bumper Small 
Leather Ottoman  Shown in ink and terracotta: $399 each | 100% Trays  Shown in color mix 3: $99 |  
Signal Large Square Pillow  Two shown in Edwards Tomato: $99 each | Signal Rectangle Pillow  
Shown in Edwards Tomato: $99
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THATAWAY SOFA  Merging curves, comfort and an unexpected angle, 
Thataway is hanging at the intersection of the nearly unassuming and 
“Whoa, what’s that?” Normal and unusual all at once, Thataway’s tight seat 
and back provide an agreeable sit, while the sweeping arms deliver the 
pretty.  Designed 2016

Thataway Angled Sectional  Shown in Tait Charcoal | Bumper X-Large Ottoman  Shown in  
Thurmond Blush | Bumper Large Leather Ottoman  Shown in terracotta | Bumper Small Leather  
Ottoman  Shown in ink and terracotta | 100% Trays  Shown in color mix 3 | Signal Large Square  
Pillow  Two shown in Edwards Tomato | Signal Rectangle Pillow  Shown in Edwards Tomato.
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FIELD LOUNGE CHAIR  Relax already. Shapely curves, a gentle recline and “just-right” 
cushions invite the lost art of unwinding. A powder-coated steel base sets up the striking 
profile. Field is a retreat, your retreat. Now, don’t let anyone try to take your chair. Shown in 
Edwards Tomato, camel leather and Craig Sand: $1499-$2999  Designed 2015
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FIELD LOUNGE CHAIR  Relax already. Shapely curves, a gentle recline and “just-right” 
cushions invite the lost art of unwinding. A powder-coated steel base sets up the striking 
profile. Field is a retreat, your retreat. Now, don’t let anyone try to take your chair. Shown in 
Edwards Tomato, camel leather and Craig Sand.  Designed 2015
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DANG COLLECTION  Perforated steel door fronts enable 
the use of remotes without spoiling the view. Antique brass 
drawer and door pulls jazz it up. With cord management 
escapes and interior shelves.  Designed 2011

ABOVE:  All shapes shown in marine blue. a. Dang File Pedestal: $599 | b. Dang Media Stand: 
$999 | c. Dang 1 Door / 3 Drawer Console: $1799 | d. Dang Long and Low: $1899 | e. Dang  
2 Door / 2 Drawer Console: $2199

OPPOSITE:  Dang 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console  Shown in sweetness: $2199
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DANG COLLECTION  Perforated steel door fronts enable 
the use of remotes without spoiling the view. Antique brass 
drawer and door pulls jazz it up. With cord management 
escapes and interior shelves.  Designed 2011

ABOVE:  All shapes shown in marine blue. a. Dang File Pedestal | b. Dang Media Stand |  
c. Dang 1 Door / 3 Drawer Console | d. Dang Long and Low | e. Dang 2 Door /  
2 Drawer Console

OPPOSITE:  Dang 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console  Shown in sweetness.
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SUNDAY COLLECTION  Sloth gets a bad rap. Sure, you can multitask on Sunday. But 
why, when you can just melt instead? Refined and well-bred enough for the poshest of 
interiors, the Sunday Collection is designed to look good, but still be all about the comfort.  
A simple recessed leg eliminates distraction and lets the down-filled cushions and thin 
frame levitate. Available in a multitude of shapes to configure your own dream sectional.  
On Sunday, you rest.  Designed 2016

Sunday Sofa  Shown in Sanford Black: $2799 | Dang 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console  
Shown in sweetness: $2199 | Flange Large Vessel: $99 | Turn Low Side Table: $299 | 
Turn Tall Side Table: $399
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SUNDAY COLLECTION  Sloth gets a bad rap. Sure, you can multitask on Sunday. But 
why, when you can just melt instead? Refined and well-bred enough for the poshest of 
interiors, the Sunday Collection is designed to look good, but still be all about the comfort.  
A simple recessed leg eliminates distraction and lets the down-filled cushions and thin 
frame levitate. Available in a multitude of shapes to configure your own dream sectional.  
On Sunday, you rest.  Designed 2016

Sunday Sofa  Shown in Sanford Black | Dang 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console  Shown  
in sweetness | Flange Large Vessel | Turn Low Side Table | Turn Tall Side Table
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STASH DESK  Big ideas don’t require big spaces. Keeping it tight 
and with enough space to write, the Stash Desk couples radius- 
edged wood with a pragmatic pencil drawer that can be mounted on 
either the left or right side. Shown in olive on ash: $399   
Designed 2011

TURN COLLECTION  Solid acacia is turned on a 
lathe to create warm, sculptural forms. Perfect perches 
for laptops, cocktails, art books, flowers, feet and even 
bowls of cheese puffs.  Designed 2013

RIGHT:  a. Turn Low Side Table: $299 | b. Turn Coffee Table: 
$699 | c. Turn Tall Side Table: $399 | d. Turn Stool: $399

16 | | 17For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COMRequest free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

STASH DESK  Big ideas don’t require big spaces. Keeping it tight 
and with enough space to write, the Stash Desk couples radius- 
edged wood with a pragmatic pencil drawer that can be mounted on 
either the left or right side. Shown in olive on ash.  Designed 2011

TURN COLLECTION  Solid acacia is turned on a 
lathe to create warm, sculptural forms. Perfect perches 
for laptops, cocktails, art books, flowers, feet and even 
bowls of cheese puffs.  Designed 2013

RIGHT:  a. Turn Low Side Table | b. Turn Coffee Table |  
c. Turn Tall Side Table | d. Turn Stool
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BONNIE AND CLYDE COLLECTION

Pair the high-armed Bonnie with the more demure 
Clyde to create a sectional that can really work a 
room. Even solo, these two sofas hold their own with 
a minimal no-fuss aesthetic. With a looped steel leg. 
Available in multiple sizes and fabrics, and three  
sumptuous leathers.  Designed 2006

LEFT:  Bonnie Sofa  Shown in Condit Silver Grey: 
$1999 | Note Large Floor Lamp with Table  Shown 
in oyster: $799 | Clad 4 Drawer Dresser  Shown in 
hickory/white: $2499 | Flange Small Bowl: $99 | Los 
Angeles CA 2.13 (Little Tokyo), Dan Monick 2013, 
framed: $999 | Sinder 8' x 10' Rug  Shown in grey: 
$1999 | Mima Pillow  Shown in purple: $79 | Bubbie 
Pillow  Shown in purple: $99

BELOW:  All shapes shown in Condit Silver Grey.  
a. Bonnie 72" Sofa: $1799 | b. Bonnie 96" Sofa:  
$1999 | c. Clyde Sofa: $1499 | d. Bonnie and  
Clyde Sectional Sofa: $3498 | e. Bonnie and  
Clyde U-Shaped Sectional Sofa: $5497

18 | | 19For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COMRequest free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

BONNIE AND CLYDE COLLECTION

Pair the high-armed Bonnie with the more demure 
Clyde to create a sectional that can really work a 
room. Even solo, these two sofas hold their own with 
a minimal no-fuss aesthetic. With a looped steel leg. 
Available in multiple sizes and fabrics, and three  
sumptuous leathers.  Designed 2006

LEFT:  Bonnie Sofa  Shown in Condit Silver Grey | 
Note Large Floor Lamp with Table  Shown in oyster | 
Clad 4 Drawer Dresser  Shown in hickory/white | 
Flange Small Bowl | Los Angeles CA 2.13 (Little 
Tokyo), Dan Monick 2013, framed | Sinder 8' x 10'  
Rug  Shown in grey | Mima Pillow  Shown in purple | 
Bubbie Pillow  Shown in purple.

BELOW:  All shapes shown in Condit Silver Grey.  
a. Bonnie 72" Sofa | b. Bonnie 96" Sofa | c. Clyde  
Sofa | d. Bonnie and Clyde Sectional Sofa |  
e. Bonnie and Clyde U-Shaped Sectional Sofa
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ABOVE:  All shapes shown in walnut. a. Rule Large Dresser: $2999 | b. Rule 1 Door /  
2 Drawer Console: $2599 | c. Rule Nightstand: $899 | d. Rule 2 Door / 2 Drawer  
Console: $2899 | e. Rule Long and Low: $2699 | f. Rule Chiffonier: $2699

OPPOSITE:  Rule Large Dresser  Shown in white oak: $2999

RULE COLLECTION  The Rule Collection serves up well-considered planes 
and angles that are ready to slay clutter in any room. Deep-set drawer fronts, 
detailed by a wood pull, reinforce the linear design and create a seductive 
shadow line. Dusk-colored drawer and door interiors provide a surprise dose 
of color, while a square steel base ties it all together.  Designed 2016

20 | | 21For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COMRequest free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

ABOVE:  All shapes shown in walnut. a. Rule Large Dresser | b. Rule 1 Door / 2 Drawer 
Console | c. Rule Nightstand | d. Rule 2 Door / 2 Drawer Console | e. Rule Long 
and Low | f. Rule Chiffonier

OPPOSITE:  Rule Large Dresser  Shown in white oak.

RULE COLLECTION  The Rule Collection serves up well-considered planes 
and angles that are ready to slay clutter in any room. Deep-set drawer fronts, 
detailed by a wood pull, reinforce the linear design and create a seductive 
shadow line. Dusk-colored drawer and door interiors provide a surprise dose 
of color, while a square steel base ties it all together.  Designed 2016
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a. Laika Large Pendant Light  Shown in white: $599 | b. Trace 3 Pendant Light  Shown in charcoal: $199 | c. Laika Medium Pendant Light  Shown in black: $499 | d. Trace 4  
Pendant Light  Shown in charcoal: $299 | e. Punk Lamp  Shown in white: $299 | f. Stilt Table Lamp  Shown in smoke with charcoal shade: $299 | g. Perimeter Table Lamp  Shown  
in black: $299

h. Note Table Lamp  Shown in white: $329 | i. Perimeter Small Pendant Light  Shown in black: $299 | j. Trace 2 Pendant Light  Shown in white: $199 | k. Bender Table Lamp  Shown 
in black: $299 | l. Perimeter Floor Lamp  Shown in white: $499 | m. Perimeter Large Pendant Light  Shown in white/grey: $399

22 | | 23For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COMRequest free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

a. Laika Large Pendant Light  Shown in white | b. Trace 3 Pendant Light  Shown in charcoal | c. Laika Medium Pendant Light  Shown in black | d. Trace 4 Pendant Light  Shown in 
charcoal | e. Punk Lamp  Shown in white | f. Stilt Table Lamp  Shown in smoke with charcoal shade | g. Perimeter Table Lamp  Shown in black.

h. Note Table Lamp  Shown in white | i. Perimeter Small Pendant Light  Shown in black | j. Trace 2 Pendant Light  Shown in white | k. Bender Table Lamp  Shown in black |  
l. Perimeter Floor Lamp  Shown in white | m. Perimeter Large Pendant Light  Shown in white/grey.
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DAYBENCH  No clever catch phrase necessary. This is a bench. A real-
ly beautifully proportioned and well executed bench.  Designed 2017  

Daybench Jumbo  Shown in blush leather with blush base: $1699 |  
Los Angeles 8.14 (Tennis Court), Dan Monick 2014, framed: $999

FILTER TABLE LAMP  Screen time. Two perforated metal discs give shape 
to this unique dimmable tabletop light source. The opposite of humdrum, 
Filter engages the eye on or off. Shown in oxblood: $299  Designed 2017
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DAYBENCH  No clever catch phrase necessary. This is a bench. A really 
beautifully proportioned and well executed bench.  Designed 2017  

Daybench Jumbo  Shown in blush leather with blush base | Los Angeles 
8.14 (Tennis Court), Dan Monick 2014, framed.

FILTER TABLE LAMP  Screen time. Two perforated metal discs give shape 
to this unique dimmable tabletop light source. The opposite of humdrum, 
Filter engages the eye on or off. Shown in oxblood.  Designed 2017
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a. Toro Lounge Chair  Shown in day: $1299 | b. Wicket Lounge Chair  Shown in pewter: 
$499 | c. Buttercup Chair  Shown in midnight on ash/dark blue: $899 | d. Cat’s Pajamas 
Lounge Chair  Shown in color mix 5: $499 | e. Puff Puff Lounge Chair  Shown in Edwards 
Light Grey: $899 | f. Lock Lounge Chair  Shown in Condit Dusk: $1399

OPPOSITE:  CLUTCH LOUNGE CHAIR  Sturdy yet elegant and comfortable 
without being overly plush, Clutch’s rounded edges and curved back wrap around 
to provide the perfect resting spot for arms. Shown in white oak/camel leather: $799  
Designed 2015
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a. Toro Lounge Chair  Shown in day | b. Wicket Lounge Chair  Shown in pewter |  
c. Buttercup Chair  Shown in midnight on ash/dark blue | d. Cat’s Pajamas Lounge  
Chair  Shown in color mix 5 | e. Puff Puff Lounge Chair  Shown in Edwards Light Grey |  
f. Lock Lounge Chair  Shown in Condit Dusk.

OPPOSITE:  CLUTCH LOUNGE CHAIR  Sturdy yet elegant and comfortable 
without being overly plush, Clutch’s rounded edges and curved back wrap around 
to provide the perfect resting spot for arms. Shown in white oak/camel leather.  
Designed 2015
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CAT’S PAJAMAS LOUNGE CHAIR  Chair as mixtape. Taking everything we love to 
do and putting it together to make this wonderful, colorful thing that holds the eye from 
all angles and cradles with comfort. A solid ash frame attaches to a bent powder-coated 
steel seat and chair back. Seat and back cushions stay put via concealed magnets. 
Available in color combinations to suit the unorthodox and those who prefer to play it 
safe. Shown in color mix 1: $499  Designed 2016

Strut Medium Table  Shown in sweetness and white: $799 | Splash 
Coat Rack  Shown in marine blue: $329 | Strut Wood Coffee Table  
Shown in walnut: $649

STRUT COLLECTION  Structure and design are one with the 
Strut Collection, a confident presence in any room. Functional and 
fabulous in home or office—it is the table we work at every day. 
This bestseller is built from a powder-coated steel frame paired 
with a durable polyurethane-coated MDF top.  Designed 2005
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CAT’S PAJAMAS LOUNGE CHAIR  Chair as mixtape. Taking everything we love to 
do and putting it together to make this wonderful, colorful thing that holds the eye from 
all angles and cradles with comfort. A solid ash frame attaches to a bent powder-coated 
steel seat and chair back. Seat and back cushions stay put via concealed magnets. 
Available in color combinations to suit the unorthodox and those who prefer to play it 
safe. Shown in color mix 1.  Designed 2016

Strut Medium Table  Shown in sweetness and white | Splash  
Coat Rack  Shown in marine blue | Strut Wood Coffee Table   
Shown in walnut.

STRUT COLLECTION  Structure and design are one with the 
Strut Collection, a confident presence in any room. Functional and 
fabulous in home or office—it is the table we work at every day. 
This bestseller is built from a powder-coated steel frame paired 
with a durable polyurethane-coated MDF top.  Designed 2005
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RIGHT:  New Standard Sofa  Shown in Spitzer Grey 
with black legs: $2099 | Flask Floor Lamp  Shown  
in black: $599 | Hang 1 Large Round Mirror: $399 |  
Coco Tables: $299-$699 | Welf Small Wall Shelf  
Shown in black: $89 | Welf Large Wall Shelf  Shown  
in black: $129 | Flange Medium Vessel: $79

BELOW:  All shapes shown in Nixon Blue with black 
legs. a. New Standard Ottoman: $899 | b. New 
Standard Lounge Chair: $1299 | c. New Standard 
Armless Sofa: $1699 | d. New Standard 78" Sofa: 
$1999 | e. New Standard 92" Sofa: $2099 | f. New 
Standard 104" Sofa: $2199 | g. New Standard Sofa 
with Right Arm Chaise: $3698 | h. New Standard 
Left Sectional Sofa, Small: $3998 | i. New Standard 
Left Sectional Sofa, Medium: $5397 | j. New Standard 
Left Sectional Sofa, Large: $5697

NEW STANDARD COLLECTION

Meat and potatoes just got a side of “Hot damn!” The 
New Standard is simplicity at its best. Wide arms and 
inviting, loose cushions come together with tuned 
proportions and showstopping legs. Available in multiple 
fabrics, leathers, leg finishes and shapes to suit any 
space.  Designed 2014
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RIGHT:  New Standard Sofa  Shown in Spitzer Grey 
with black legs | Flask Floor Lamp  Shown in black |  
Hang 1 Large Round Mirror | Coco Tables | Welf 
Small Wall Shelf  Shown in black | Welf Large Wall 
Shelf  Shown in black | Flange Medium Vessel

BELOW:  All shapes shown in Nixon Blue with black 
legs. a. New Standard Ottoman | b. New Standard 
Lounge Chair | c. New Standard Armless Sofa |  
d. New Standard 78" Sofa | e. New Standard 92" 
Sofa | f. New Standard 104" Sofa | g. New Standard 
Sofa with Right Arm Chaise | h. New Standard 
Left Sectional Sofa, Small | i. New Standard Left 
Sectional Sofa, Medium | j. New Standard Left 
Sectional Sofa, Large

NEW STANDARD COLLECTION

Meat and potatoes just got a side of “Hot damn!” The 
New Standard is simplicity at its best. Wide arms and 
inviting, loose cushions come together with tuned 
proportions and showstopping legs. Available in multiple 
fabrics, leathers, leg finishes and shapes to suit any 
space.  Designed 2014



Designed by It begins in our heads.  It spreads to our hands until we are up to our elbows 
in sketches, mockups and a notion that must be pursued. Everything we offer 
is designed and developed right here in Minneapolis.
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CLEON COLLECTION  Comprised of three modular pieces, Cleon is designed to 
let you configure and reconfigure your own perfect seating solution.  Designed 2012

Cleon Large Sectional Sofa  Shown in Craig Sand: $4799 | Cleon Ottoman  Shown 
in Craig Sand: $599 | Signal Large Square and Rectangle Pillows  Shown in Edwards 
Tomato: $99 each | Field Lounge Chair  Shown in Edwards Tomato: $1499 | Super 
Rectangular Coffee Table  Two shown: $1499 each | 100% Trays  Shown in color  
mix 2 and color mix 3: $99 each | Flange Medium Vessel and Small Bowl: $79-$99

SUPER COFFEE TABLES  A generous mass of marble is served up with a 
discreet black powder-coated steel base to form a substantial and gorgeous 
coffee table. Super lives up to its name. Available in two shapes.  Designed 2017

34 | Request free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

CLEON COLLECTION  Comprised of three modular pieces, Cleon is designed to 
let you configure and reconfigure your own perfect seating solution.  Designed 2012

Cleon Large Sectional Sofa  Shown in Craig Sand | Cleon Ottoman  Shown in Craig 
Sand | Signal Large Square and Rectangle Pillows  Shown in Edwards Tomato | Field 
Lounge Chair  Shown in Edwards Tomato | Super Rectangular Coffee Table | 100% 
Trays  Shown in color mix 2 and color mix 3 | Flange Medium Vessel and Small Bowl

SUPER COFFEE TABLES  A generous mass of marble is served up with a 
discreet black powder-coated steel base to form a substantial and gorgeous 
coffee table. Super lives up to its name. Available in two shapes.  Designed 2017
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THE MONO SLEEPER SOFA  The simplicity and comfort of our Mono Sofa with 
the added benefit of a sleeper. One cushion, one color, three throw pillows—all dreamy. 
Shown in Rostenkowski Blue: $1999  Designed 2008

SLEEPER SOFAS  Sofa by day, peacekeeper by night. a. One Night Stand Sleeper Sofa  Shown in Craig Sand: $1999 | b. Diplomat Sleeper Sofa  Shown in Packwood 
Charcoal: $1999 | c. Bank Sleeper Sofa  Shown in Rostenkowski Blue: $2499

36 | | 37For additional fabrics, finishes and sizes visit BLUDOT.COMRequest free swatches at BLUDOT.COM

THE MONO SLEEPER SOFA  The simplicity and comfort of our Mono Sofa with 
the added benefit of a sleeper. One cushion, one color, three throw pillows—all dreamy. 
Shown in Rostenkowski Blue.  Designed 2008

SLEEPER SOFAS  Sofa by day, peacekeeper by night. a. One Night Stand Sleeper Sofa  Shown in Craig Sand | b. Diplomat Sleeper Sofa  Shown in Packwood Charcoal | 
c. Bank Sleeper Sofa  Shown in Rostenkowski Blue.
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Modu-licious Queen Bed  Shown in maple with white and 
ivory drawers: $2299 | Modu-licious #6  Shown in maple with 
white and ivory drawers and doors: $1699 | Filter Table Lamp  
Shown in white: $299

a. Station Bed  Shown in navy/Edwards Light Grey: $1199-$1499 | b. Hunker Bed  Shown in Edwards Light Grey: $1899-$1999 | c. Dodu Bed  Shown in Thurmond Olive: $1399-$1799 |  
d. Woodrow Bed  Shown in walnut: $1499-$1899 | e. New Standard Bed  Shown in Condit Silver Grey/white: $1399-$1799 | f. Hush Bed  Shown in Edwards Navy: $1399-$1799 |  
g. Ditto Bed  Shown in walnut/Edwards Charcoal: $1499-$1899

MODU-LICIOUS COLLECTION  You want choices? We got 
choices. Drawers and doors are your canvas with the award-winning 
Modu-licious series. Customize wood casegoods and beds with steel 
door and drawer fronts in a bevy of colors.  Designed 1999
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Modu-licious Queen Bed  Shown in maple with white and ivory 
drawers | Modu-licious #6  Shown in maple with white and ivory 
drawers and doors | Filter Table Lamp  Shown in white.

a. Station Bed  Shown in navy/Edwards Light Grey | b. Hunker Bed  Shown in Edwards Light Grey | c. Dodu Bed  Shown in Thurmond Olive | d. Woodrow Bed  Shown in walnut |  
e. New Standard Bed  Shown in Condit Silver Grey/white | f. Hush Bed  Shown in Edwards Navy | g. Ditto Bed  Shown in walnut/Edwards Charcoal.

MODU-LICIOUS COLLECTION  You want choices? We got 
choices. Drawers and doors are your canvas with the award-winning 
Modu-licious series. Customize wood casegoods and beds with steel 
door and drawer fronts in a bevy of colors.  Designed 1999
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HUNKER QUEEN BED  Surround yourself in serenity with Hunker. Built-in walnut 
nightstands are integrated into an enveloping curved upholstered headboard, providing 
a safe space for all your nocturnal endeavors. Shown in Edwards Light Grey: $1899  
Designed 2017 

WOODROW BED  Go ahead and oversleep. Graceful 
curved lines meet gorgeous wood in a design that remains 
visually airy without compromising solidity or warmth. Twin, 
full, queen and king available in two finishes.  Designed 2011

Woodrow Queen Bed  Shown in walnut: $1699 | Shale 4 Drawer / 
1 Door Credenza  Shown in walnut: $2599 | Shale Bedside Table  
Shown in walnut: $799 | Perimeter Floor Lamp  Shown in blush: 
$499 | Bumper Small Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond Olive: $189 |  
Flange Medium Vessel, Large Vessel and Small Bowl: $79-$99 | 
Duck Duck Square Pillow  Shown in color mix 3 and color mix 4: 
$99 each
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HUNKER QUEEN BED  Surround yourself in serenity with Hunker. Built-in walnut 
nightstands are integrated into an enveloping curved upholstered headboard, providing  
a safe space for all your nocturnal endeavors. Shown in Edwards Light Grey.   
Designed 2017 

WOODROW BED  Go ahead and oversleep. Graceful 
curved lines meet gorgeous wood in a design that remains 
visually airy without compromising solidity or warmth. Twin, 
full, queen and king available in two finishes.  Designed 2011

Woodrow Queen Bed  Shown in walnut | Shale 4 Drawer / 1 Door 
Credenza  Shown in walnut | Shale Bedside Table  Shown in 
walnut | Perimeter Floor Lamp  Shown in blush | Bumper Small 
Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond Olive | Flange Medium Vessel, 
Large Vessel and Small Bowl | Duck Duck Square Pillow  Shown 
in color mix 3 and color mix 4.
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NOOK BED  What do you get when a curved, upholstered headboard flows 
into a slim, padded frame? One seriously good-looking bed that will make you 
want to leave the lights on. With round metal legs and your choice of fabric. 
Available in twin, full, queen and king. Shown in Edwards Tomato: $1399-$1799  
Designed 2007

FLUME OCCASIONAL TABLES  Oval and round smoked glass tops get 
eye-catching support from a crisp, architectural black powder-coated steel base. 
Mix two to three tables or dare to go solo.  Designed 2016 

Flume Round Coffee Table: $499 | Flume Side Table: $299 | Flume Swoval  
Coffee Table: $499
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NOOK BED  What do you get when a curved, upholstered headboard flows 
into a slim, padded frame? One seriously good-looking bed that will make you 
want to leave the lights on. With round metal legs and your choice of fabric. 
Available in twin, full, queen and king. Shown in Edwards Tomato.   
Designed 2007

FLUME OCCASIONAL TABLES  Oval and round smoked glass tops get 
eye-catching support from a crisp, architectural black powder-coated steel 
base. Mix two to three tables or dare to go solo.  Designed 2016 

Flume Round Coffee Table | Flume Side Table | Flume Swoval Coffee Table
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POST UP BED  Post and dream construction. Old world meets new 
world in this modern distillation of a classic design. Twin, full, queen  
and king available in two finishes.  Designed 2017

Post Up Queen Bed  Shown in white oak: $1899 | Rule Nightstand  Shown in white oak: 
$899 | Rule Large Dresser  Shown in white oak: $2999 | Punk Lamp  Shown in blush: 
$299 | Bousta 8' x 10' Rug: $1199 | Signal Square Pillow  Shown in Edwards Tomato: $79
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POST UP BED  Post and dream construction. Old world meets new 
world in this modern distillation of a classic design. Twin, full, queen  
and king available in two finishes.  Designed 2017

Post Up Queen Bed  Shown in white oak | Rule Nightstand  Shown in white oak | Rule 
Large Dresser  Shown in white oak | Punk Lamp  Shown in blush | Bousta 8' x 10' Rug | 
Signal Square Pillow  Shown in Edwards Tomato.
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CHIP CHAIR  Pleasing comfort, timeless form and a hardy build 
makes Chip a poised seating fix for any space. Two shown in walnut/
bright green: $399 each  Designed 2013

Second Best 95" Wood Dining Table  Walnut: $1999 | Clutch Chair  Four shown in navy on ash/Edwards Navy: $399 each | Perimeter Large Pendant Light  Shown in black and 
white: $399 each | Perimeter Small Pendant Light  Shown in white: $299 | 2D:3D Large Bowl  Shown in black: $89
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CHIP CHAIR  Pleasing comfort, timeless form and a hardy build 
makes Chip a poised seating fix for any space. Two shown in walnut/
bright green.  Designed 2013

Second Best 95" Wood Dining Table  Walnut | Clutch Chair  Four shown in navy on ash/Edwards Navy | Perimeter Large Pendant Light  Shown in black and white | Perimeter 
Small Pendant Light  Shown in white | 2D:3D Large Bowl  Shown in black.
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Second Best 95" Wood Dining Table  Walnut: $1999 | Clutch Chair  Two shown in navy on ash/Edwards Navy: $399 each | Flange Medium Vessel, Large Vessel and Small Bowl:  
$79-$99 | Branch 76" Dining Table  Shown in oak/grey: $1499 | Real Good Chair  Three shown in marine blue: $199 each

Right Round 52" Marble Dining Table  Shown in black: $2199 | Neat Dining Chair  Three shown in Thurmond Citron: $399 each | Easy 48" Dining Table  Shown in black: $1499 | 
Amicable Split 19" Bench  Three shown in walnut: $599 each
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Second Best 95" Wood Dining Table  Walnut | Clutch Chair  Two shown in navy on ash/Edwards Navy | Flange Medium Vessel, Large Vessel and Small Bowl | Branch 76" Dining 
Table  Shown in oak/grey | Real Good Chair  Three shown in marine blue.

Right Round 52" Marble Dining Table  Shown in black | Neat Dining Chair  Three shown in Thurmond Citron | Easy 48" Dining Table  Shown in black | Amicable Split 19" Bench  
Three shown in walnut.
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Strut Large Table  Shown in white: $1199 | Neat Leather Dining Chair  
Five shown in camel: $699 each | Perimeter Large Pendant Light  
Shown in olive: $399 | Perimeter Small Pendant Light  Two shown in 
olive: $299 each

STRUT COLLECTION  Structure and design are one with the 
Strut Collection, a confident presence in any room. Functional and 
fabulous in home or office—it is the table we work at every day. 
This bestseller is built from a powder-coated steel frame paired 
with a durable polyurethane-coated MDF top.  Designed 2005

NEAT LEATHER DINING CHAIR  Oh what a feeling! Completely upholstered 
in leather from top to bottom, this chair is as friendly to the posterior as it is to 
the eyes. Neat is one darn comfortable situation.  Designed 2016
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Strut Large Table  Shown in white | Neat Leather Dining Chair  Five 
shown in camel | Perimeter Large Pendant Light  Shown in olive |  
Perimeter Small Pendant Light  Two shown in olive.

STRUT COLLECTION  Structure and design are one with the 
Strut Collection, a confident presence in any room. Functional and 
fabulous in home or office—it is the table we work at every day. 
This bestseller is built from a powder-coated steel frame paired 
with a durable polyurethane-coated MDF top.  Designed 2005

NEAT LEATHER DINING CHAIR  Oh what a feeling! Completely upholstered 
in leather from top to bottom, this chair is as friendly to the posterior as it is to 
the eyes. Neat is one darn comfortable situation.  Designed 2016
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a. Wicket Chair  Shown in sand: $349 | b. Hot Mesh Chair  Shown in off white: $139 | c. Clutch 
Chair  Shown in walnut/Edwards Light Grey: $499 | d. Chip Barstool  Shown in walnut/bright 
green: $499 | e. Counterstool Counterstool  Shown in graphite on oak: $229 | f. Ready Stacking 
Barstool  Shown in breezy blue: $199 | g. Neat Dining Chair  Shown in Thurmond Marine Blue: 
$399 | h. Real Good Chair  Shown in sweetness: $199 | i. Chip Leather Chair  Shown in smoke/
grey-brown leather: $499

OPPOSITE:  COPPER REAL GOOD CHAIR  The name kind of says it all. 
Copper-plated steel ships flat and folds along laser-cut lines to create a dynamic 
and comfortable chair. Origami you can actually sit on: $299  Designed 2007
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a. Wicket Chair  Shown in sand | b. Hot Mesh Chair  Shown in off white | c. Clutch Chair  Shown 
in walnut/Edwards Light Grey | d. Chip Barstool  Shown in walnut/bright green | e. Counterstool 
Counterstool  Shown in graphite on oak | f. Ready Stacking Barstool  Shown in breezy blue |  
g. Neat Dining Chair  Shown in Thurmond Marine Blue | h. Real Good Chair  Shown in sweetness | 
i. Chip Leather Chair  Shown in smoke/grey-brown leather.

OPPOSITE:  COPPER REAL GOOD CHAIR  The name kind of says it all. 
Copper-plated steel ships flat and folds along laser-cut lines to create a dynamic 
and comfortable chair. Origami you can actually sit on.  Designed 2007
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BUMPER | OTTO | HECKS | QUOTTO  Playful geometry 
gets to work. Pick a shape, pick some colors, make a party, mix 
it up, go bananas. Soft woven wool-blend or leather upholstery 
is available in boatloads of colors.

HITCH BOOKCASE  Powder-coated steel uprights and wood shelves in 
multiple finish options make you the master of your own bookcase destiny. 
Single units stand alone. Gang up multiples to create mass appeal with the 
Hitch Add-on Bookcase. One bookcase and one add-on unit shown in white 
with walnut shelves. Bookcase: $599; Add-On: $499  Designed 2013

Bumper Small Leather Ottoman  Shown in camel and ink: $399 
each | Bumper Large Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond Citron and 
camel leather: $299-$699 | Otto Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond 
Blush: $189 | Hecks Leather Ottoman  Shown in ink: $499 | 
Quotto Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond Wheat: $499
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BUMPER | OTTO | HECKS | QUOTTO  Playful geometry 
gets to work. Pick a shape, pick some colors, make a party, mix 
it up, go bananas. Soft woven wool-blend or leather upholstery 
is available in boatloads of colors.

HITCH BOOKCASE  Powder-coated steel uprights and wood shelves in 
multiple finish options make you the master of your own bookcase destiny. 
Single units stand alone. Gang up multiples to create mass appeal with the 
Hitch Add-on Bookcase. One bookcase and one add-on unit shown in white 
with walnut shelves.   Designed 2013

Bumper Small Leather Ottoman  Shown in camel and ink | 
Bumper Large Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond Citron and camel 
leather | Otto Ottoman  Shown in Thurmond Blush | Hecks 
Leather Ottoman  Shown in ink | Quotto Ottoman  Shown in 
Thurmond Wheat.
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JIBE COLLECTION

The name rhymes with vibe, and this collection is packed 
with good ones. A beefy aluminum frame, nylon support 
straps, antimicrobial foam and resilient Sunbrella uphol-
stery team up for an outdoor seating solution that is ready 
to play in the sunshine.  Designed 2012

RIGHT:  Jibe Outdoor Lounge Chair  Shown in carbon/
Sunbrella taupe: $999 | Jibe 3 Seat Outdoor Sofa  
Shown in carbon/Sunbrella taupe: $2299

BELOW: All shapes shown in grey/Sunbrella Canvas.  
a. Jibe Outdoor Ottoman: $699 | b. Jibe Outdoor 
Lounge Chair: $999 | c. Jibe 3 Seat Outdoor Sofa: 
$2299 | d. Jibe Outdoor Extra Long Sectional Sofa: 
$4299 | e. Jibe Outdoor Left Sectional Sofa: $4299 |  
f. Jibe Outdoor Extra Long Left Sectional Sofa: $4299
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JIBE COLLECTION

The name rhymes with vibe, and this collection is packed 
with good ones. A beefy aluminum frame, nylon support 
straps, antimicrobial foam and resilient Sunbrella uphol-
stery team up for an outdoor seating solution that is ready 
to play in the sunshine.  Designed 2012

RIGHT:  Jibe Outdoor Lounge Chair  Shown in carbon/
Sunbrella taupe | Jibe 3 Seat Outdoor Sofa  Shown in 
carbon/Sunbrella taupe.

BELOW: All shapes shown in grey/Sunbrella Canvas.  
a. Jibe Outdoor Ottoman | b. Jibe Outdoor Lounge 
Chair | c. Jibe 3 Seat Outdoor Sofa | d. Jibe Outdoor 
Extra Long Sectional Sofa | e. Jibe Outdoor Left 
Sectional Sofa | f. Jibe Outdoor Extra Long Left 
Sectional Sofa
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HOT MESH COLLECTION

Hot Mesh is our own version of the quintessential cafe 
chair. Powder-coated steel creates a bold graphic pattern 
inspired by handwoven rattan, while a simple, stackable 
tubular frame maintains clarity of form. Available in chair, 
lounge, barstool and counter stool. The Hot Mesh Bar 
and Cafe Tables feature a solid powder-coated metal top 
with a centered cutout detail. Entire collection is suitable 
for use indoors or out.  Designed 2012

RIGHT:  Hot Mesh Lounge Chair  Shown in natural 
yellow: $299 | Hot Mesh Chair  Shown in aqua and black: 
$139 each | Hot Mesh Ottoman  Shown in natural yellow: 
$149 | Hot Mesh Cafe Table  Shown in black: $399

BELOW:  All shapes shown in black. a. Hot Mesh Chair: 
$139 | b. Hot Mesh Counter Stool: $199 | c. Hot Mesh 
Barstool: $199 | d. Hot Mesh Cafe Table: $399 | e. Hot 
Mesh Bar Table: $449 | f. Hot Mesh Lounge Chair: 
$299 | g. Hot Mesh Ottoman: $149 
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HOT MESH COLLECTION

Hot Mesh is our own version of the quintessential cafe 
chair. Powder-coated steel creates a bold graphic pattern 
inspired by handwoven rattan, while a simple, stackable 
tubular frame maintains clarity of form. Available in chair, 
lounge, barstool and counter stool. The Hot Mesh Bar 
and Cafe Tables feature a solid powder-coated metal top 
with a centered cutout detail. Entire collection is suitable 
for use indoors or out.  Designed 2012

RIGHT:  Hot Mesh Lounge Chair  Shown in natural  
yellow | Hot Mesh Chair  Shown in aqua and black |  
Hot Mesh Ottoman  Shown in natural yellow | Hot  
Mesh Cafe Table  Shown in black.

BELOW:  All shapes shown in black. a. Hot Mesh Chair | 
b. Hot Mesh Counter Stool | c. Hot Mesh Barstool |  
d. Hot Mesh Cafe Table | e. Hot Mesh Bar Table |  
f. Hot Mesh Lounge Chair | g. Hot Mesh Ottoman
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SKIFF COLLECTION

Crisp and minimal, the Skiff Collection marries 
powder-coated aluminum with sandblasted glass or 
solid laminate. Clean lines designed to weather the 
elements. The Skiff Outdoor Stacking Chair and Sun 
Lounger pair aluminum frames with woven-mesh 
Batyline® textile.  Designed 2012

a. Skiff Square Outdoor Table: $899 | b. Skiff Outdoor 
Stacking Chair: $299 | c. Skiff Small Outdoor Cafe 
Table: $899 | d. Skiff Large Outdoor Cafe Table:  
$1499 | e. Skiff Rectangle Outdoor Table: $1499 | 
f. Skiff Outdoor Bench: $999 | g. Skiff Outdoor Sun 
Lounger: $999 | h. Skiff Outdoor Barstool: $299 |  
i. Skiff Outdoor Bar Height Table: $899
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SKIFF COLLECTION

Crisp and minimal, the Skiff Collection marries 
powder-coated aluminum with sandblasted glass or 
solid laminate. Clean lines designed to weather the 
elements. The Skiff Outdoor Stacking Chair and Sun 
Lounger pair aluminum frames with woven-mesh 
Batyline® textile.  Designed 2012

a. Skiff Square Outdoor Table | b. Skiff Outdoor 
Stacking Chair | c. Skiff Small Outdoor Cafe Table | 
d. Skiff Large Outdoor Cafe Table | e. Skiff Rectangle 
Outdoor Table | f. Skiff Outdoor Bench | g. Skiff  
Outdoor Sun Lounger | h. Skiff Outdoor Barstool |  
i. Skiff Outdoor Bar Height Table
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